
Best Opportunities for the new and lucrative projects for INDIA. 

Dear Readers,   among the hue and cry of the so-called environmentalists, witness how much and 

how far the plastic has penetrated and where the share prices of the Major Plastic supplier father 

company Reliance (Though, of late,  courtesy Jio) has gone to! 

 

Wherever we can see, we witness replacement use of plastics, to replace almost everything, plastics and 

plastic products are available.  

PVC laminate   best Option to traditional Laminate or Mica.  

 

  
Cannot break easily , even o bent many times. 

Much more market, all the Traditional laminate makers will go in for this. 
 

PVC Foamed board and Wood + Plastic Board  

making 4mm to 22 mm (Replacement of Plywood board)  and 25  mm to 35 mm ( for door) 

HUGE Business.  The wood is replaced now with plastic +CaCO3. 

 

Wood + Plastic door-frame making      The Doors and frames 

of wood earlier are now turning plastic + CaCO3 + Least possible wood. 

Smallest possible investment, best Business to replace wooden door frames 



Marble/ Granite look-alike Plastic Board and profile making,  

 

The Marble / Stone / Granites for the walls are now being replaced by Plastic + CaCO3. 

Wood + Plastic Profiles making  Earlier 

only wood, now is replaced by plastic + Wood +CaCO3.  

 

uPVC roofing sheets : Earlier Cement sheets and then metal sheets are now being replaced 

by Plastic +much of CaCO3.  Very good business, to cater to the unlimited demand of 

roofing and walls of industrial buildings and sheds. 
 

 
 



Small investment Business.   PVC wall and ceiling profile making. 

  
Made from PVC +CaCO3 and is a replacement to artificial wall and ceiling of wood 

and many other traditional material.   

Sanitary Napkin: The best possible business for the day.  Tis product is made from 

WOOD + paper + Plastics and please be informed that by weight, about 26% of the 

Napkin is made from Plastics!  

  
High investment, HIGH Volume business. 

 

FLEX banner making, again is a big and huge business.  Just 9 companies in 

INDIA So far and much is imported at India ports each month regularly to 

cater to the INDIAN demand.   High Investment, Huge Quantity Business.  

The Banner Fabric too is as high as 50% CaCO3 made product with PVC 

and additives. 

Though, honestly, there must be a proportion as to how much we should add CaCO3 to make any 

product from plastic. BUT most of us do not bother and use as much as we can to make unethical 

money and to fight cheap competition.  Not good. 



Again, India is unfortunate country with so-called democracy. We have unfortunate 

freedom to speak and to do whatever we feel like, which is an issue and the 

democracy is a curse on us.  So-called environmentalists, people without much of 

productive business, come forward at times (till they are fed enough money by the 

industrialists to keep quiet), cry against plastics but note that we are not like Germans 

who find alternate ways and also can manage to do away without the things at 

times, we are slaves of the needs and the cheap products. AND SO WE NEED AND WE 

SHALL ALWAYS NEED THE PLASTICS and PLASTIC-MADE products for always, BUT 

blessing for the industrialists are the opportunities so offered by such needs.   SO 

HAPPILY MAKE MONEY.   GOOD LUCK.   

 

JAI HIND! 
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